Introduction.
Massey and Szczarba studied the continuous line element field on a differentiable manifold and obtained a necessary condition under which a manifold admits a continuous field of q independent line elements.
( [1] ) Meanwhile Adams investigated the continuous field of q frames on a sphere and clarified the relations between the number q and the dimension of the sphere. ( [2] ) A differentiable n-manifold admitting a continuous field of n frames is said to be parallelizable. It is well-known that a differentiable manifold admits a continuous non zero vector field if and only if its Euler characteristic is zero. The intermediate status between above two cases is in question. In this paper we shall mainly deal with the continuous field of n-3 frames on an n-manifold. known that P2q=P2q=0 (q=odd) and P2q is a polynomial of Pet (t f q) and conversely P2q is a polynomial of P2 (t c q). Chern proved in [3] the following theorem:
II. Let Mn be a manifold stated above. There exists a continuous field o f (n-2m+2) pseudo-frames over any 4 m dimensional skeleton i f and only if P4,n=0 (1 C m f [n/4]). There exists a continuous field of (n-2m+2) pseudo frames over any skeleton whose dimension is less than 4m.
We have from I and II the THEOREM 1. Let Mn be a compact C-Riemannian manifold.
In order that Mn admit a continuous field of n-1 frames, it is necessary that j2...=wn-0 and P4=P8=...=P4tn/4]=0 .
PROOF. The first part follows from I Corollary. We have from II Pk=0, k>1
because we can form a continuous field of n pseudo-frames from a continuous field of n-1 frames.
COROLLARY. Let M4k (k>1) be a compact orientable C-Riemannian manifold. In order that M4k admit a continuous field of 4 k-1 frames, it is necessary that 2M4k is "bond", i.e. 
